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Transient Secondary and Tertiary Structure Formation
Kinetics in the Intrinsically Disordered State of a-Synuclein
from Atomistic Simulations
Timo Graen+,[a] Reinhard Klement+,[a] Asaf Grupi,[b] Elisha Haas,[c] and Helmut Grubmüller*[a]
In the absence of a stable fold, transient secondary structure
kinetics define the native state of the prototypical and
pharmacologically relevant intrinsically disordered protein (IDP)
a-Synuclein (aS). Here, we investigate kinetics preventing ordering and possibly pathogenic b-sheet aggregation. Interestingly,
transient b-sheets form frequently at sub ms time scales
precisely at the positions observed in aS amyloid fibrils. The
formation kinetics competes with rapid secondary structure

dissociation rates, thus explaining the low secondary structure
content. The fast secondary structure dissociation times are very
similar to the dynamics of tertiary structure rearrangements.
These findings suggest that the fast dissociation kinetics slows
down conformational selection processes for aS aggregation,
which may be a general mechanism controlling the aggregation
kinetics of IDPs.

1. Introduction

N-terminus and the largely unstructured C-terminus. To this
end, we performed unrestraint atomistic MD simulations in
explicit solvent and extracted aS ensembles from a set of
203 ms wild type aS trajectories using the AMBER03ws/
TIP4P2005 s force field.

Aggregation of aS in the human brain is linked to the onset of
Parkinson’s disease.[1] Time scales of transient secondary
structure formations and tertiary structure reorganization of
free aS monomers prior to aggregation[2] are still unknown. In
particular, the interaction of the charged termini in the
disordered state has been suggested to prevent permanent
secondary structure formation in the fibril core region (residues
61–95),[3] which was suggested[4] to already transiently form bsheets with unknown rates.
These intrinsic time scales are not only most relevant for
the association of aS monomers into low molecular weight
oligomers and further for the aggregation kinetics of fibril
formation, but also for the interpretation of single molecule
FRET experiments.[5,6] Specifically, the relation between structure
reorganization (ns–ms), dye dynamics (ps–ns), dye excitation
decay (ns) and inter photon correlation times (ms)[7] is largely
unknown, but dictates the quantitative interpretation of FRET
experiments.
Here, we investigated how transient b-sheet forming
regions in the aS monomeric ensemble compare to the known
structure forming regions in aggregated aS fibrils and analyzed
the b-sheet formation kon and dissociation rates koff to quantify
the kinetic differences between the structure forming NAC and
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2. Results and Discussion
Figure 1A depicts the b-sheet population for each individual
residue in the simulation ensemble. The majority ( 75%) of
these occurrences are provided by transiently forming short bsheets of just 2 to 3 residues in length. The position of b-sheet
occurrences are found to be in close agreement with experimental[2,8] b-sheet regions found in aS fibrils, see SI for
additional Ramachandran occupations. The observed NAC bsheet peaks, including the main peak in the NAC region, further
agree very well with the previously proposed correlation
between transient monomeric kinetics and fibrillated aS.[4] The
overall content of a-helices 2 % and b-sheets 7.5 % in our
simulation ensemble compares well to values derived from CD
experiments a-helices 2 %; b-sheets 11 %[9] and FTIR measurements b-sheets 15 %[10].
Figure 1B depicts the rates for b-sheet formation kon and
Figure 1C the dissociation koff rates. The fastest b-sheet
formation rates were observed in the regions between residues
38–44, 47–52, 63–66, 69–74 and 92–96 with five strong peaks at
residues 39, 48, 65, 70 and 95. At these positions, b-sheets
formed with rates kon = 1.2–4.5 ms1 and dissociated with rates
of koff = 2.3–3.9 ms1 , see SI for detailed rates. Formation rates
were consistently slower than dissociation rates with the
exception of the b-sheet peak around residue 70. Here, the
association rate kon = 4.5 ms1 was faster than the dissociation
rate koff = 2.9 ms1 . The lowest occurrences of b-sheets are seen
for the highly unstructured C-terminal region between residues
100–140. The changes in kon and koff relative to the average
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